SplitFee.org

Attention Recruiters
Join SplitFee.org to unlock lost revenues.

Every recruiter has candidates they don’t have roles for, and every
recruiter is sometimes beaten to filling a role by a rival recruiter.
That’s £000s in lost revenues every month. Splitfee.org provides
the answer. Recruiters who are not in splitfee.org are missing out
on a lot of money! Let us explain...
Unplaced Candidates in your database are lost
Revenue:
SplitFee.org offers a new channel for
placing candidates that you don’t have roles
for, unlocking new revenue streams for
recruiters.
How much money do you lose to other
recruiters?
Filling a role quickly and having quick access
to the right candidates earns you money.
If you are working a role, you can add it to
SplitFee.org and submit your best candidate
along with the best offered via SplitFee.org.
If your own candidate gets the job you get
the whole fee. If the SplitFee candidate gets
the job your still earn money where you may
have lost out to another recruiter.
Your client’s sometimes ask for candidates
outside your area of expertise.
Add them to SplitFee.org and fill the role,
impressing your client. Use this approach to
test new sectors.
What if you are not on a potential client’s PSL?
Hirers also add jobs to SplitFee.org treating
the channel as a part of its PSL. SplitFee.
org is a way to build relationships with new
clients and you keep all the fees when filling
direct hire roles on SplitFee.org.
Build International Recruiter Partnerships
SplitFee.org is international and if you want
to build international relationships and get
into new markets and sectors, then this is
the perfect way.

Contact Us
Call: +44 (0)871 288 2108
Email: support.team@theior.org.uk

Keep your hands off my client and candidate!
SplitFee.org ensures all parties enter into
a binding legal contract with hands off
clauses. This offers greater legal safety of
your clients and candidates.
Recruiters, want your SplitFee now?
SplitFee.org offers a unique exclusive
feature called ‘Cash Out’, allowing you to get
your fee now. No more waiting for the client
recruiter to pay you. Watch this short video
to know more: http://bit.ly/Cash-Out
Agency Recruiters
Add a job to SplitFee.org, state the fee you
will pay on successful placement and other
recruiters will help fill the role by submitting
candidates. Also, submit candidates to jobs
other recruiters have added, unlocking lost
revenues from unplaced candidates on your
database.
Internal Recruiters & Direct Hirers
Add your vacancies and fees you will pay
a recruiter, and recruiters will submit their
candidates. Ask your PSL recruiters to use
SplitFee to ensure they have more chance of
filling your roles.
Major companies (direct hirers) add jobs to
SplitFee.org
Join now or you will miss out! SplitFee.org
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